Dear Friends,

Starting from today, February 4th 2014, the planet Mars is entering into the zodiac sign of Libra, joining Saturn and Rahu, with Ketu opposite in Aries. At about 6 pm today, the Moon will also enter into Aries, where it will remain for the next 2 and a half days.

These planetary positions create some difficult or dangerous situations for many people and for some countries as well. Mars will be in Libra until March 25th 2014.

There are 12 zodiac signs. Of these, one is born under some Moon sign. The Moon sign has a great significance, and not the Sun signs. Therefore these planets could affect all Moon signs in some area or the other. A brief impact is given here below.

**Aries** Moon signs could be affected by personal relationships and work area. There may be disturbing circumstances that may cause disharmony or a breaking away from spouse and/or at work area. Therefore they should exercise restraint and tolerance.

**Taurus** Moon signs should guard against accidents and illnesses or enmities.

**Gemini** Moon signs should watch out for stomach or reproductive system related problems and may also have challenges regarding children.

**Cancer** signs may experience mental and emotional distress and could face difficulties at home front, students may face undue stress with studies/school and those who work may expect some differences and altercations with colleagues.

**Leo** Moon signs may have some bad news or interactions with their siblings or father.

**Virgo** signs may expect some problems in the moth, teeth or throat area and also with the excretory system. They should guard against accidents and dangers.

**Libra** Moon signs are in their peak of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn and they would be susceptible to stresses due to their personal life, health and work. They should guard against blood circulatory problems and may have some great stress due to children. They may also experience some stomach related problems.

**Scorpio** signs could expect problems with the lower abdomen area and some anxiety would
bother them, causing them sleep problems.

**Sagittarius** Moon signs should keep an eye on their stomach area, digestive system and reproductive system. They may discover some problems in the uterus or UTI issues.

**Capricorn** Moon signs may generally be agitated mentally and should control their anger and irritation. They will go through a restless and stressful time as well.

**Aquarius** signs may face some challenges with siblings, neighbors or work colleagues.

**Pisces** Moon signs should be careful what they eat or else they may get some food poisoning and may have problems with the excretory system.

*These influences also depend on how the other planets are placed in your birth chart.*

For India, the situation does not look good. There could be riots, violence, floods, earthquakes and a very difficult situation for the government.

Likewise, the neighboring countries may also expect some similar conditions. Terrorists could be active during this period and there could be explosions, bombings and destruction around at places.

Some parts of America like the southwest could get affected. President Barack Obama may be on a hot seat and may have to take some big and hard decisions. He may be challenged and there may be disagreements within the house.

Somewhere in Middle East and places near or at Iran, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Egypt, some parts of South America and the west/southwest coast of India may get affected.

Whenever planets align themselves in some difficult aspects, it creates cosmic energies that can cause destruction or some difficult situations around the world. These aspects could also cause dangers to wellbeing and lives of some people during this transit.

Therefore everyone should be very cautious during this period and pray that no disaster strikes. Prayers create positive energies that pass on to the universe. These positive energy waves can then interact and counteract the negative energies and at least dilute the destructive effects of the planets.

I would recommend everyone to do a 1 minute prayer on Tuesdays for Mars and a 1 minute prayer on Saturday for Saturn and pray to God to protect you from the negative effects of these planets. You should also be strictly vegetarian on these two days. Each one should follow your own faith, but the concept of the prayer should be the same.

Those who are interested, may chant the mantra “OM MANGALAYA NAMAHA” 9 times on Tuesdays and “OM SHANISH CHARAYA NAMAHA” 11 times on Saturdays.

Pray for yourself, your family and for everyone on the planet. God loves and protects those who help and serve others. Therefore – Help ever, hurt never. Develop compassion for one and all.
A heart full of love and compassion is the temple of God.

Love, compassion and prayers can disarm all negative energies and destruction. Therefore generate positive energies and pass them into the universe so that not only you but all others are protected.

God bless you all
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